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Golf clash tommy tournament guide

Quite often you will see new tournaments popping up in Golf Clash and do not give you the opportunity to win big prizes and new banners on your profile. An important part of each tournament is the preparation, so I'll always update this page here for the next upcoming tournament, as well as tips on the
included courses and how to play them best. Winter Sun Tournament (January 4, 2021) The first tournament of the year in the Golf Clash is here. It's the Winter Sun. Skip to the contest's text guides: Koh Hong Resort Hole #1 (Par 4) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin Max Top, Max Right Max Back ⛳ ️ Overadjust
20% 0% Ball Quasar (Rookie/Pro) Club (s) Extra Mile or Quarterback (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Viper (Rookie/Pro), Sniper (Rookie/Pro/Expert), Thorn (Pro/Expert) You have to play this hole on the left and try to get as far away as possible using all the topspin and sidespin right there. If you have enough
topspin you can also bounce through the bunker here to get the maximum distance, but only if you have at least 5 bars of topspin in the setting. Now you can approach the needle directly, but this is not easy, because it is only in the distance, where you can use the wooden club. The problem is that you'll
come too hot and there's no way to prevent it and you won't have enough backspin - so, the eagle here is very difficult and you need to under-power your shot a little (I'd say 10%ish) to lay up the green and aim for birdie here on the first hole of the Winter Sun Tournament. Koh Hong Resort Hole #2 (Par
3) Drive ↩️ Spin 3 - 5 Back ⛳ ️ Overadjust 30% Ball Marlin, Navigator (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Club(s) Viper (Rookie), Sniper (Pro/Expert) This is a really simple hole where you just need to focus on your pin. Follow the guide given in the table and you'll have the best chance of hole-in-one here and you won't
mess up the birdie. Use 3-5 bars of backspin to make hole-in-one here on this hole in the Winter Sun Tournament. Koh Hong Resort Hole #3 (Par 5) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin Max Top; Max Right 3 Back ⛳ ️ Overadjust 10% 0% Ball Titan (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Club (s) Extra Mile (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Viper
(Rookie/Pro/Expert), Sniper (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Want to play on the right side there and get the ball into the small strip of the cruise as much as possible - it gives you the best chance to approach the green on the second shot. To do this, use all the topspin you have as well as a good amount of sidespin
right as the cruise doesn't slope down a bit. Use the Titan Ball here for the second shot to be able to play for a wooden club with greater accuracy, otherwise you have to do that second shot with something similar to big dawg and you know how bad the ball guideline is  (yes, I didn't do that here,
unfortunately...) In the second shot you can now approach the pin directly and by adding about 3 bars of backspin you will come The right speed and it's all about giving better, adjusting wind and getting that perfect shot. This is one of the best options to have an albatross in the Winter Sun Competition
and you should use this option as well. Koh Hong Resort Hole #4 (Par 3) Drive ↩️ Spin 3.5 Back (Headwind), 4.5 Back (Tailwind) ⛳ ️ Overadjust 20% ? Ball all (Rookie), Quasar (Pro / Expert) ? Club(s) Spine (Rookie) Sniper (Rookie/Pro/Expert) This is a really simple hole where you only need to focus on
backspin so no special ball needs to be added sidespin (but it helps reduce the wind). So, aim directly at the pin and add the backspin as shown above the table and you'll have the best chance of hole-in-one here and you won't mess up the birdie. The only tricky thing here is the extra adjustment of 20%
game down, but I can see the best chance to get the hole-in-one here on this hole in the Winter V Tournament. Koh Hong Resort Hole #5 (Par 4) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin 4-5 Top 2 Back ⛳ ️ Overadjust 20% 40% Ball Marlin (Rookie/Pro), Katana (Pro/Expert) Club(s) Extra Mile (Rookie/Pro)) Spine (Rookie)
Goliath (Pro/Expert) You want Take the ball as close as possible to the edge of the drive and you will be able to skip the middle part of that hole completely and approach the pin on the second shot. All you have to do is adjust the wind correctly and use some solid amounts of topspin, and you'll be fine.
With the second shot, you can already have an open shot between the trees and go bounce to the small cruise spot and aim for the second bounce as well as the cruise. Very important here is that you need to adjust 40% extra because you play so much down here so it is better to be on the safe side
when you find the landing position! Koh Hong Resort Hole #6 (Par 5) Drive ↩️ Spin 1 Back, 1 Right ⛳ ️ Overadjust 10% 0% Ball Katana, Quasar (Rookie/Pro) Kingmaker, Titan (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Club(s) Big Dawg, Sniper (Rookie/Pro) Big Dawg, Sniper (Pro/Expert) Use the ball settings for this hole to
land safely on the fairway. Try to roll the ball as far as you can. Set the drive to approximately the downward approach. I'll be honest with you, aim for the cruise, and don't experiment here or play it carefully. For the second shot, use the Big Dawg and try to get the ball to bounce in the rough and sand. I
recommend using sidespin 2 for this recording. As for the club, it would be nice if you went to Katana. Koh Hong Resort Hole #7 (Par 4) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin 3 Top 2 Back ⛳ ️ Overadjust 10% 10% Ball Navigator, Quasar (Rookie), Titan, Kingmaker (Pro/Expert) Club(s) Spine, Sniper (Rookie/Pro) Spine
(Rookie) Goliath (Pro/Expert) You want to get the ball as close as possible to the edge of the drive and you will be able to skip the middle part of that hole completely and approach the pin of the second shot. All you have to do is adjust the wind and use some solid amounts of topspin, and then you can
With the second shot, you can use each club you have to get comfortable and get your goal straight from the pin. Get the ball bouncing on the cruise and get closer to the pin. Koh Hong Resort Hole #8 (Par 3) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin Max Top; Max Left Max Top; ⛳ ️ Overadjust 10% 0% Ball Marlin,
Navigator (Rookie), Kingmaker (Pro/Expert) Club (s) Spine (Rookie), Sniper, Quarterback (Pro/Expert) Spine (Rookie), Sniper, Quarterback (Pro/Expert) This is the toughest par 3 in the Winter Sun Tournament. You're going to play a huge downhill skiing. DON'T miss the shot and get the rough or back of
the green. Target the pin accurately shown in the picture and follow the table instructions to get it right. Avoid experiments such as curly or outnumbered. Koh Hong Resort Hole #9 (Par 5) Drive 2nd Shot ↩️ Spin Max Top; Max Left Max Top; ⛳ ️ Overadjust 10% 0% Ball Katana (Rookie/Pro), Titan
(Pro/Expert) Club(s) Extra Mile (Rookie/Pro/Expert) Viper, Big Dawg, Sniper (Rookie/Pro/Expert) The last hole in the Winter V tournament and you want to use as much distance as possible in the drive, so you can use as much distance as possible, as well as a ball like katana. You have to play this hole
in the left lane and make sure to safely bounce over the rough here, as you can see in the picture. Use all sidespin left and you'll make sure to stay on the cruise without any attempts like curl or defeat. In the second shot you can now directly approach the pin and a ball that has a lot of Power paired with
topspin can reach the green, and even lucky and approch the pin of the albatross here directly. If you want to check out the text guide for an older contest you can see them here on page two: Page 2Posted by3 years ago 18 comments  Playthrough - MASTER Division! - Winter Sun Tournament
If you are playing Master Class in this post you may be interested! My script for the master will be uploaded, and... Lisää is ready for you.  Get the best guides on the market: www.patreon.com/golfclashtommy Visit www.golfclashtommy.com Golf Clash content for free. Join us on-dok! Welcome to Golf
Clash USA fellow clan members! We want to give our members every advantage when it comes to playing in Golf Clash tournaments. Tournaments don't always come down to being a skilled player to make good room for an online game. General preparation, general game knowledge, and learning
during before the qualifying rounds can make a huge difference to being competitive and placing top 20 or having a disappointing finish. We will post links and information here to give the game a boost. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for Coast to Coast Tournament Info Coast To Coast
Tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my iPad. These guides are usually updated on the second day opening rounds that take into account the actual wind speed and direction.
I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website of Ventura OpenTournament Info Ventura OpenTournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while
playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link to the Playdemic Website paradise islands tournament info winter major
tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the
account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for Winter Major Tournament Info Winter Major Tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference
while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for touchdown Tournament Info Touchdown
Tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the
account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for 3rd Anniversary Tournament Info 3rd Anniversary Tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick
reference while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for Christmas tournament info
christmas tournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day From opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into
account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for Christmas tournament info christmas tournament text guides HERE. These are my Golf Clash Help Guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on
my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website for Holiday Hills Tournament Info Holiday Hills Tournament text
guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute
most of my racing success to these guides. Follow this link on the Playdemic website monster marsh tournament info monster marshtournament text guides HERE. These are my favorite Golf Clash Help guides. I usually keep these open on my computer to view the quick reference while playing on my
iPad. There are usually updates to these guides by day two of the opening rounds that take real wind speed and direction into the account. I attribute most of my racing success to these guides. As an Amazon contributor, we obtain from qualifying purchases. GolfClash USA create and manage
CountryFriedWebsites.com. GOLFCLASHUSA.COM © COPYRIGHT 2019-2020 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Reserved.
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